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Visual Style

The style of the animation will be very high contrast with hard colors. This to 
emphasize the shadows and light and to make use of the outlines in the look. 
What also would work great is animating the lights so the shadows creep 
around the environment and really add space en depth to the scenes. Because 
the story is very dark I really want a film noir kind of approach even for day 
scenes.

Since basketball has a strong visual appearance when it comes to lines it would 
really be nice to use that to create transitions. Also its possible to use the lines 
as picture in picture frames. This would help introducing the four players in the 
same frame. I’ve made a quick frame to show what I mean.

As a style element this also refers to the nature of comic book pages. Naturally 
this will not be used throughout the whole animation. Another aspect is that 
this gives you an abstract element to play with, so you can be very dynamic in 
your storytelling.

It also works very well with silhouettes, which I intent to use to emphasize moves/
actions and changes in characters. In order to focus more on the characters 
emotions and experience you can isolate some of the elements in the frame and 
minimize the environments. For instance just a player with a basketball on pieces of 
broken concrete in a void. This will create obstacles and therefore dilemma's which 
will result in motivation for the characters.
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Here is an example of a transition which is made in one of the attached movies. What happens is that the girl runs and the camera zooms extremely close to the hair 
to find her running on her own hair again. You can apply this transitions on several elements in Basketball like the lines on the court, ball and off course gear.

• Environments

Overall I want to start with recognizable environments. When “the Hater” gets more grip on the world the environments will get more abstract and demolished.
The Haters island will be like a rock formation like the album cover of “Plastic Beach”. It’s like a pile of concrete with rocks and cells with a basketball court on top 
like an arena.
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• Mood board environment

Overall it’s a very dark place even though it is still day. You can really make great transitions this way and the imagery will be very strong.
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I want to approach Stefan Morrell to work on the 
environment models and textures. He can really nail all those 
nice details and create rich environments for the project. You 
can visit his website if you want to see more of his work.

http://www.stefan-morrell.com/

The render of one of his works you see on the right side is a 
little more realistic in terms of lighting, but it gives an idea of 
the direction I am thinking.

The locations and props will need to be created from concept 
art and sketches. This will need to be preferably done in 
collaboration with Alvin Lee.

My colleagues here in the studio will work on environment 
animation and visual effects such as the flying type from the 
ball players, dynamic simulations and the breaking of 
elements. As well as on compositing.

• Camera usage

Because we are in a 3d environment the possibilities are endless when it comes to camerawork. You can attach the camera to virtually everything. For instance you 
can link the camera to the ball or to a Li Ning shoe and follow the action this way. This will really intensify the actions and can be used to let the viewer experience the 
chaos or speed.
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• Look

Below is an example from one of my own projects. You can see how shadows and light will be treated and you will get an idea of the line work. The “li Ning” gear will 
be very reflective and will for some part behave like the car-paint you see in the second frame. I’ve attached a concept version of this animation clip to show how it 
looks in motion.
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•Mood board Look

The focus lies here on the working of light and shadow on the overall animation.

•Mood board Energy/Posing

Strong poses communicate all there is to be told.
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•Mood Board Graphics

Due to the strength of chinese characters and the type and graphics in sport there should also be room for motion graphics.
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Direction

The animation and art direction I want to pick up together with my studio mate Floris Vos, he worked on Pivot the movie http://pivotthemovie.com. And off course art 
direction will be done in close cooperation with the creative team of Zambezi-LA.

In order to achieve the desired look I will have to be involved with technical direction as well. Off course I will get my own hands dirty in the building and creation 
process, simply because I love to work on that as well and to create templates for hired artists to work with.

•Finalizing

The final compositing and color correction will be done entirely here in the studio. So the whole animation with sound will be here at the end of the line. And sent 
over to Zambezi LA.
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Animation and techniques

I suggest to use motion capture for the animation since the goal is to let the basketball moves feel realistic. From a production point of view this will really speed 
things up and you can create a nice library of moves which you can use in all three volumes. Off course this motion data can be tweaked to exaggerate some moves 
and to give more character and style to the motion.

There is a company in Amsterdam which we recently visited and they 
have all the facilities to create this motion capture data. There are 
several pro basketball teams in the area to get some good players to 
perform the needed moves.

Click the url to see the service I mention above.

http://www.motekentertainment.com/index.php?
option=com_content&task=view&id=16&Itemid=38

The emotions of the characters will need to be animated. And therefore 
rigged to get control over the face. Below is an example of this setup.
I will work on the rigs but I will ask Dan K. Libisch to help out since he 
wrote the software which I want to use and therefore can be a great 
technical support for the animation-team. Below is a link to the website 
of Dan K. Libisch.

http://www.cactus3d.com/Services.html

Not everything will be motion capture there is still a fair amount of 
keyframe animation in the whole production.

•Character Development

It’s very essential that the characters are being developed closely together with Alvin Lee because he works from a static base and it’s essential that motion and 3d is 
also taken into account in the design process. It would also mean that a next level can be reached because of the exchange of ideas and would really benefit the 
project.
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Technical Breakdown

•The characters

What needs to be done is the modeling of the characters from the existing sketches, this can be done in any 3d package since today there are several ways to export 
the data from different 3d environments. After the characters are available in their digital form UV maps and textures need to be created to get the desired look.

The next step is to rig the character which means to build a skeleton in it to be able to animate it and blend shapes needs to be created to control muscles and to be 
able to animate the face.

Once this is done everything needs to be connected to controllers so the animation will be as easy as possible.

In order to use the motion capture data on the rigs there needs to be some control over when to use animation and when to use motion capture.

After this process is finished you have everything you need to breath life in the digital cast.

To use the motion capture data and know how to animate the ball, reference video will be shot simultaneously  when the motion will be recorded of the live actors.

•Animatic

Before we create any scenes we create an animatic with basic assets to plan out shots and block the camerawork so you get an visual idea and to determine what will 
be needed in the final shot. If required concept audio can be created at this stage. 

•The environments

The scenes where everything will take place will have to be modeled as well and basically it’s the same process as with the characters. After the models are done they 
need to be textured to give them the desired materials and look. After this is done some additional controls will have to be created to animate environmental effects 
such as breaking walls or ground.

When all the props and models are done everything needs to be setup in a scene and be lit to achieve the proper look.
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•Rendering

Rendering is outputting all the animation from the 3d application to image sequences. These sequences are the base for postproduction. There will need to be 2 main 
render passes one for the color and one for the creation of the lines. There will be more passes needed to further alter looks in post but the ones mentioned earlier are 
the beauty passes.

In order to render I want to use a render-farm service which have all the necessary machines to keep the render-times manageable.  I have great experience with

http://www.renderking.com

You can  always reach him which is very nice. And you can follow the render progress even from your iPhone.

Another option will be

http://www.renderrocket.com

•Compositing

The compositing will be done in Adobe After Effects in combination with several thrid. Here all the image sequences will be processed. Also the 3d data from 
cinema4d like the camera will be imported. All the scenes will be put in to an final edit and the visual effects will be applied. After this is done the scenes will be color-
corrected and the final render will be made to have a digital version of the animation.

•Software

The 3d package I want to use is Maxon’s Cinema 4d in combination with several third party plugins. The workflow I’ve created was developed with this application 
and I have a great network of professional users at my disposal.

•Hardware

 We will be needing several workstations to work with and a back up server for all the project files. Since the rendering will take place at a third party there is no need 
for an extra render farm on location. However in worst case scenario’s we can use the workstations in our network to do necessary rendering as well.
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Music, Audio and Foley

•Music

I think the main idea for music should have a very ambient and technical feel with an asian touch. I know a composer which is very good in creating themes for the 
different characters and events in the story. He has some commercial work on his website

http://www.studio-takt.com/s/

And for his compositions you can check his soundcloud;

http://soundcloud.com/krampfhaft

•Audio/foley

When it comes to audio design and foley I think echolab in dublin creates great foley and effects. There is an impressive overview of their work online here;

http://echolab.tv/
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Budget and Estimated Costs

The Budget and estimated cost are attached in a separate file.
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Conclusion

In conclusion the whole style will be a generic comic book look. By generic I mean not to be linked to any culture other then it’s own. I’ve added some movies which 
you can check to get some visual ideas of what I described in this document. This project fits us like a glove and inspires me very much. I really enjoy the fact that I 
got approached for this because of my own free work. I am sure we can create something “fresh” and make the change.

Jasper Hesseling

words@mayonnaise.tv
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